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Cleaning textile coverings
Parquet and stone | 10220

Textile coverings

Final cleaning after construction has been comple-
ted, initial cleaning
Clean using high-performance brush vacuum for 
normal levels of soiling. Dry clean additionally if 
there are stubborn stains.

On-going cleaning
Clean regularly with high-performance brush vacu-
um cleaner. 

Intermediate cleaning
Clean with high-performance brush vacuum cleaner 
or dry clean. 

Basic cleaning
Clean with high-performance brush vacuum cleaner 
or dry clean.

Spray extract if necessary if there is very heavy soi-
ling. A test should in any case be carried out on a 
small area before spray extraction to prevent any 
damage to the covering or damage caused by exces-
sive use of water.

Parquet, sealed at the factory

Final cleaning after construction has been comple-
ted, initial cleaning
Remove coarse and fine dust with vacuum cleaner 
or wipe with damp cloth. Do not wipe dry in order 
to avoid damage to the seal (scratches). Remove the 
panel for re-sealing if there is serious damage to 
the seal. 

Basic treatment
Hot wax: Hot wax once or twice and polish with po-
lishing brush.

On-going cleaning
Wipe with damp disposable cloth or gauze. 

Intermediate cleaning, basic cleaning
Wipe with damp disposable cloth or gauze.

Spray clean with liquid hard wax or cold wax.

Important information
The seal protects the wooden floor against penet-
ration by dirt or liquids. Do not use any gloss di-
spersions.

Natural and synthetic stone

Cleaning at the end of construction, initial cleaning
Remove coarse and fine dirt with vacuum cleaner. 
Wipe with gauze, damp cloth or with well-wrung 
mop.

The panels must be removed and cleaned again in-
dividually if this cleaning is insufficient on the in-
stalled panels. Removal enables to wet, clean and 
care for the floor panels more easily.

Basic treatment
Let a specialised company impregnate or seal the 
floor panels if necessary.

On-going cleaning
Vacuum clean or wipe with damp gauze or cloth.

Intermediate cleaning, basic cleaning
Vacuum clean or wipe with damp gauze or cloth. 
Spray clean with machine if necessary.


